Responses

Q1

to questions

00 you support the direction
paragraph 36(a) to (d) above?
口 Yes

of introducing

回

a core fund in the manner set out in

。

N

Whilst we agree that there is a strong need for improvement to the current
guidelines/arrangements for members who fail ，or decline ，to provide an allocation for their
contributions (i.e. “
defaulters") ，we disagree that the solution is the introduction of a core
fund as specifically described in 36(a) to (d) of the Consultation Paper
Rationale ﹒
1. AII MPF schemes have existing policies for dealing with defaulters. The historical lack
f regulatory guidance in this area ， plus the range of compliance positions across
sponso
has led to the variation of approaches across the schemes.

。

時，

2. Launching new Constituent Funds and APIFs to provide for a “
core fund" will only
decrease scale whilst increasing complexily and cost - contrary to what MPF needs
3. The term "core fund" is misleading and inaccurate ，as the solution for defaulters should
not involve a single "fund" nor will such solutions necessarily be “
core"
Paragraphs 36個)to (d) of the Consultation Paper deal with the premises of default
arrangements:
• 36(a): “
the core fund will be based on standardised default funds"
This statement implies a single core fund ，which is contradicted with paragraph
48's potential life-cycle approach (varying the member's holdings of different CFs
over time).
We agree on the need for more standardisation of default
arrangements ，but do not suppo 仕 the concept of a single core fund.

。

•

36(b): “
as a default fund ，the investment approach of the core fund should balance
long-term risks and returns in a manner appropriate for retirement savings"
o Aside from our abovementioned objection to “
core fund" naming ，we fully agree
with this point. Individuals are fortunately living longer nowadays ， meaning a
longer retirement and increased importance of retirement savings. Unfortunately ，
the current negligible interest rate environment combined with the erosive e仟'ects
of infiation ，mean that investments in risk assets (e.g. stocks) will be required to
generate the returns required to achieve retirement savings goals - thus requiring
an appropriate balance of risk and return delivered by skilled investment
professionals.

•

36(c) “
the core fund should be good value"
Agreed ，however for c1arily，"good value" should be judged as risk-adjusted after
fees returns ， not simply low costlfees (which the Consultation Paper
acknowledged). Fees alone are a poor indicator of value as they fail to address
the drivers of adequate retirement savings. Indeed ，Conservative Funds have the
lowest average fees in the MPF system but investment returns that will fail to
protect members' retirement savings - a further argument for restructuring
Conservative Funds. Other benefits received by members such as service and
education also need to be considered in the context of fees.

。

•

36(d): “the core fund is available to all MPF scheme members to choose"
Agre 呵， this is necessary for equalily and scale reasons ，but should remain
subject to the investment suitabiJily of each member

。

In summary ，whilst we agree to the need to improve current arrangements for defaulters ，
we argue that there are more efficient ways of dealing with this issue than the introduction
of a proposed core fund as currently outlined in the Consultation Paper

Q2.

00 you agree that the CF that is the default fund should be substantially
all MPF schemes?
口 Yes

回

the same in

No

A single default Constituent Fund across all schemes is not a suitable approach given the
current structure of MPF schemes ， existing Constituent Fund options ， and different
administrator and/or manager capabilities ，etc
We agree on the need for consisten 句， but that the Scheme Sponsors and their
Administrators are the best to determine how to handle defaulters in their respective
scheme(s).
Should there be any revised default arrangements ， we would strongly
recommend MPFA to issue guidelines over legislation for speed and f1exibilily.
Sponsors I Administrators should have f1exibilily to implement new default arrangements by
using
1) A series of target date CFs
OR
2) A combination of Iife吋c1e CFs (e.g. Capital Stable ，Stable Growth ，Balanced ，Growth
funds)
OR
3) Another strategy that achieves the same primary objectives of de-risking towards
retirement ， and consistency of investment outcomes 一refer to our response in Q3
below.
We would expect MPFA to provide the framework for schemes to determine their own
compliant default arrangements.

Q3.

00 you agree that it is appropriate
default fund?
口 Yes

that the core fund be based on standardised

回

。

N

We refer to stated objective of the MPFA with regards to default arrangements ，i.e.
protecting defaulters from extremely negative outcomes when approaching retirement
There are multiple ways of achieving this objective and meeting the default 'fund' criteria ，
hence a core fund is not necessarily the most appropriate policy response
Whilst perhaps the most intuitive default option for members is probably a series of 5 year
Target Date funds ，this option is likely to bring several unintended consequences. Most
MPF schemes do not currently offer Target Date options - meaning new CF launches will
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be required ，and will resuJl in issues in dealing wilh Targel Dale fund maluration (benefits
roll-over) ，and fulure CF approvals and regular fund launches.
A combinalion of life-cycle CFs would primarily Jeverage exisling funds wilh less need for
new fund launches ，however is operalionally more compJex 10 adminisler (polenlially
leading 10 higher cosl if nol aulomaled) ，and more complicaled 10 compare performance
across schemes
The Consultalion Paper does nol consider olher inveslmenl slralegies lhal can achieve lhis
overall objeclive ，including:
• Absolule Relurn funds - aim 10 produce positive investmenl relurns over cashlinflalion
lypically requiring inveslmenl in derivalives and short-selling 10 hedge equily risks
Inflalion Prolecled funds - by prolecling againsl specific markel condilions (rising
inflalion) il provides proleclion for members' savings al reliremenl ，and will lypically
have lower equily risk for lhe enlire inveslmenl horizon

﹒

Further ，inveslmenl lheory conlinues 10 evolve wilh regards 10 reliremenl invesling ，and
requiring a core fund 10 be based on a slandardised defaull fund may slifle such research
and innovalion (or prevenl MPF members from benefiting from defined conlribulion
developmenls in olher markels)

Q4.

00 you agree that the appropriate investment approach of the core fund is one that
automatically reduces risk over time as the member gets closer to age 65? If not ，
what other oplion would you propose?
回

Yes

口 No

Allhough lhere are olher inveslmenl oplions (e.g. Absolule Relurn funds) lhal would nol
necessarily need 10 aulomalically reduce risk over lime ，we agree wilh lhe general need for
members approaching reliremenl 10 be exposed 10 Jower overall inveslmenl risks lhan
younger members.
To help increase comparabilily of lhe core funds offered by lhe differenl MPF scheme
providers (via eilher largel dale funds or life-cycle approach allocaling between CFs) ，we
would suggesl lhal a guideline be issued regarding lhe allocalion between assel classes
Specifically ，an assel c1ass breakdown such as lhe below would be desired for consislency
wilh assel allocalions of benchmark providers (such as Towers Walson):
1) Hong Kong equilies
2) Asia ex-Hong Kong equilies
3) Japan equilies
4) Europe equilies
5) North American equities
6) Global Governmenl bonds
7) Global Corporale bonds
8) Global Emerging Markel bonds
9) Hong Kong Governmenl bonds (proxy for Hong Kong Dollar cash)
However ，during lhe process of de-risking (e.g. from equilies 10 fixed income) ，discrelion I
f1exibilily needs 10 be given 10 managers 10 adjusl allocalions such lhal lhe core funds are
nol forced 10 sell hoJdings during slressed markel condilions in order 10 comply wilh lhe
prescribed allocalion(s)
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Q5.

00 you have any preliminary views on the technical issues set out in paragraph 48 ，
in particular whether consistency is required on all aspec 尬。f default fund design in
all schemes or can some elements be left to the decision of individual product
provide 昀?
Dealing with each ofthe elements in Paragraph 48 (a) to (g)
a) whether the preferred approach is a series of target date CFs that adjust risk in
each target date CF over time or a life-cycle approach that varies the member's
holdings of different CFs over time;
We are generally in agreement with both approaches (with other options suggested
under Q3 above) ，as the basic concept is similar ，however we believe the life-cycle
approach is a preferable approach for the following reasons:

﹒The life-cycle approach is more efficient I cost e 'ective.

何
The target date approach
requires each MPF scheme provider to launch a series of target date funds as CFs ，
and will be required to close funds upon maturity dates and launch new funds on
regular basis ，which could be operationally intensive.

•

Under a (multiple) target date CFs approach ，the average size of each fund would
be smaller ，and unable to achieve scale and the efficiency of a larger fund. - which
helps drive down costs.

•

Some MPF administrators already have a system which is able to allocate
member's contribution across different CFs and adjust that allocation overtime
This is one way that an MPF scheme provider can add value in terms of service
provided to members. For those who do not currently have the asset allocation
model I system available ，they could either develop their own model or work with a
third party asset manager who can provide the modell asset allocation advice

In order for the life-cycle approach to be successful ，we suggest the MPFA consider the
following:
•

Each MPF scheme provider needs to ensure they have the basic “
building blocks"
as CFs ，and there is a certain level of consistency I standardisation across di仟erent
MPF scheme providers. The building blocks need to cover the various asset
classes to be provided by the MPFA under the 'default' asset allocation
i) Equities: Hong Kong equities ，Japan equities ，Asia ex-Japan ex-Hong Kong
equities ，European equities ，North American equities;
ii) Fixed income: global government bonds ，global corporate bonds ，global
emerging markets bonds; and ，
iii) Cash (or equivalent): Hong Kong government bonds (or Hong Kong Dollars or
Conservative Fund)

﹒Given that one of the objectives is to keep the overall fees low the use of passive I
，

index funds is preferred ，and MPF scheme providers are encouraged to have more
low cost CFs investing into low cost index funds. In order to do this ，there needs to
be sufficient and diverse range of low cost index funds in the ITCIS approved list ，
and to this end ，it is imperative for MPFA to relax the existing ITCIS product
restrictions to align them to global standards ， to encourage more index fund
providers to apply ，and broaden the Iist of low cost ITCIS that CFs can invest into:
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For fixed income index funds ，under the current requirement ，bonds rated BBBor below are excluded (does not meet the ITCIS criteria) ，presumably to allow a
'buffer' in the event of a ratings downgrade. This conflicts with global practice ，
which considers BBB- to also be Investment Grade. The additional compliance
cost and sub-scale funds that result from such customisation for MPF is
prohibitive (or at least expensive). Therefore ，
we argue that the MPFA needs to
adopt the global market definition of “
Investment Grade" (i.e. bonds rated BBBIBaa3 and above) and hence enable more existing index funds to qualify as
ITCIS. The ratings ‘
buffer' is irrelevant for ITCIS ，as investment grade bond
indices will remove downgraded bonds upon rebalancing (typically monthly for
most fixed income indices) and the ITCIS will follow suit and promptly sell down
any non-Investment Grade holdings. Ultimately ，even non-investment grade
bonds should have a place in long-term investment po 此 folios such as MPF
To be approved as an ITCIS ，securities lending is limited to 10% of the fund
assets by the MPFA. However ，a key feature of index funds (in all other main
regions) is their ability to actively engage in securities lending to a hi且her
amount ， as long as there is prudent risk management in place as it adds
revenue to the fund and ultimately benefits the investors. For example ， in
Europe ，UCITS regulations allow up to 100% lending ，but instead focusses on
collateral requirements to ensure the counte 巾arty risk is mitigated and the
index fund is protected. The significantly lower MPF security lending limits are
preventing more index funds from applying for ITCIS status. We urge the
MPFA to raise the securities lending limit to 50% of fund assets ，as long as the
securities lending is fully collateralised to protect members.
Expand the list of approved stock exchanges and eligible securities that an
ITCIS fund can invest in，or ETF listing venues to be eligible as ITCIS.
Examples of issues include: the Shenzhen ， Shanghai and Indonesian stock
exchanges are not approved exchanges ，investments in REITs have artificial
limi 峙， certain stapled securities are not permi 吐ed ，ETFs listed on BATS in the
U.S. do not qualify as ITC 俗， plus others. Such restrictions deviate from
existing fund regimes in Hong Kong or Europe ，and have the e'何'ect of reducing
the range of existing ETFs and index funds that are eligible to be ITCIS ，and the
range of securities that managers can invest in to generate additional returns
for members.
We strongly exhort the MPFA to standardise investment
restrictions and ITCIS suitability with the Hong Kong Securities and Futures
Commission (SFC) equivalent rules ，or (preferably) harmonise with a near
globally recognised regime such as Europe's UCITS
Constituent Funds are currently required to have 30% Hong Kong I Hong Kong
Dollar exposure.
This is an unnecessary restriction from an investment
standpoi 肘， as it limits manager f1exibility and increases costs in managing MPF
funds. Further it may be dangerously increasing home bias for membe
as
many of their personal investments (outside of MPF) are already likely to have
home bias (i.e. overweight) in Hong Kong and Asia exposures. The 30%
restriction should be scrapped to improve performance for members and help
members better diversify their portfolios/savings
，

時，
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b) if a series of 個rget date CFs is the preferred approach ，how many funds are
needed: is one fund every 5 years adequate or are more or less funds preferred ，
taking into account the establishment and maintenance costs of new funds;
As explained above ，in our opinion ，the life-cycle approach is preferred. However ，if
target date CFs is the chosen approach ，one fund every 5 years is adequate (e.g. 2020 ，
2025 ，2030 ，2035 ，2040) ，taking into account the costs in establishing and maintaining
the funds. More funds would only increase the operational I admin burden without a
significant benefit to members ，and reduce the benefits of scale ，as each fund would be
smaller on average.

c) what types of assets should be the investment building blocks at the underlying
fund level: more sophisticated design might require more asset types ，
however
this will involve greater complexity and costs;

，

The default allocation set by the MPFA (or benchmark providers) should provide broad ，
diversified exposure to securities global 旬， rather than be Iimited to regional (I.e. Asia
Pacific) exposures. This reduces concentration risk and home bias ，as many members'
personal investments are Iikely to have home bias I overweight on Hong Kong I Asia
exposure already (as noted in 05.c above)
• As outlined in the response to 05.a above ， in order to create such broad I
diversified allocation ，each MPF scheme provider needs to ensure they have the
basic “building blocks" as CFs ，APIFs or ITCIS ，and there is a certain level of
consistency I standardisation across different MPF scheme providers. The ten (10)
building blocks that we propose are as follows
6x Equities: Hong Kong equities ，Japan equities ，Asia ex-Japan ex-Hong Kong
equities ，European equities ，North American equities ，global emerging markets
equities;
3x Fixed Income: global government bonds ，global corporate bonds ，and global
emerging markets bonds; and ，
1x Cash I Cash equivalents; Hong Kong government bonds
Note: if the MPFA removes the 30% Hong Kong minimum as proposed in 05.a ，
this
Iist could be further simplified

d) which investment
manner;

building

blocks are more appropriately

managed in a passive

Global 旬， there is a wide variely of index funds and ETFs covering stocks ， bonds and
alternatives ，providing broad exposu across
untries/regions and sec的時， which can
be used as investment building blocks for MPF schemes. The key is to have a
sufficient list of existin 口 inde恆 funds aooroved as ITCIS that can be used as building
blocks ， however currently the Iist of ITCIS is limited in ass t c1ass (predominantly
equities) and scope (mainly global I de內/eloped markets). As outlined in our response
to question 05.a ，a number of issues are Iimiting the breadth of ITCIS applications ，
espe心ially lower cost ETFs into the MPF System ， Iimiting the use of index building
blocks in any future default 'fund' asset allocation
陪

∞

唱
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的

what should be the approach for reducing risk over time (i.e. the glide path):
should de-risking start 20 or more yea 悶 away from retirement or should it only
happen in the 10 yea 的 immediately preceding age 65;
As reference ，the fol1owing table shows analysis of equily al1ocations of target date
funds in the US (source: Morningst 缸， as of 31 December 2013):
Target retirement
year
Years away from
retirement
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Median

2060
47

2055 2050
42

37

2045

2040

2035

2030

2025

2020

2015

32

27

22

17

12

7

2

assets)
70
53
96
92
85
78
87
80

45
86
71
73

35
79
60
63

25
78
52
54

Equily Allocations (% of Fund
70
90
83
80
80
95
100
100
100
96
92
91
88
93
90
93
94
91
90
90

As seen from the table abo 呃， equily al1ocations are reduced as we get c10ser to
retirement age ，but the al1ocations vary between each fund and the range can be wide.
The shorter-dated target-date funds have more variation in their equily al1ocations than
longer-dated ones. Funds aimed at those planning to retire in 2015 ，
for instance ，have
glide-path equily al1ocations that vary from 25% to 78% and averaging around 50% just
before matu 吋句， while the equily al1ocations for 2045 funds are more tightly clustered ，
ranging from 80% to 100%
Ideal1y the glide path I de-risking mechanism should depend on the individual's risk
pro呵地， as those with higher risk tolerance probably prefer having more exposure to
equities for longer and do not want de-risking to start too early. However ，given the
MPF 'default' wil1 not distinguish between individual risk profiles ，the more conservative
approach (where de-risking starts earlier) could be adopted as the glide path ，i.e. the
figures shown in the "Minimum" row
The Manager should stil1 retain f1exibilily or time window in when to implement the derisking ，depending on market conditions (e.g. not forced to sel1 equities and buy bonds
when equily prices are low and bond prices are high).

ηwhat
should be the terminal risk profile of the approach at age 65: should risk be
reduced as far as possib 峙， or given that members will still need inves 訂nent
exposure post retirement ，should some equily exposure be maintained at and
beyond age 65;
As explained in the answer to Q5.e ，this would ideal1y depend on the risk profile of the
individual member ， as those with higher risk tolerance would probably want more
equities exposure post-retirement ，in the aim of producing higher retum. However ，
given that neither target date funds nor life-cycle approach would distinguish between
individual risk profile ，a conservative approach 附 ay be adopted. Using the US target
date market as reference ，there is stil1 an al1ocation to equily of around 25% at
retirement age ，even for the most conservative fund
It is worth noting that in the US ，there are some funds which continue de-risking post
retirement (i.e. the glidepath continues after age 65) ，so the equily al1ocation is further
reduced
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g) whether consistency is required on all of these aspects across all defaults in all
schemes or can some elements be left to the decision of individual product
providers
Al a high level ，lhere shouJd be consislency across all schemes.
However ，as
described in lhe various responses he 間的， being 100 rigid may impacl lhe abilily 10
deliver be吐:er inveslmenl relurns ，and limil innovalion and choice. Hence leaving some
elemenls 10 lhe discrelion of lhe schemes/providers is recommended or even
necessary ，e.g. 10enable lhe manager 10deliver better inveslmenl performan 個

Q6.

00 you agree that keeping total fee impact for the core fund at or under 0.75% is a
reasonable initial approach?
口

Yes

囝

。

N

Our view is lhal lhe inlroduclion of a cap on 且旦旦呈且旦旦旦旦 fèes is nol in lhe long-lerm
inleresl of members of MPF schemes (refer 10 Q7 below for our cornrnenls on lolal fees I
FER)
We fully agree lhal lhe MPF defaull oplion should be designed in a manner lhal represenls
good value for money ，and we do agree wilh lhe assertion lhal fees should be expecled 10
further reduce ，however capping managemenl fees is nollhe mosl reasonable or e仟'eclive
means 10do lhis or provide members wilh "good value"
The MPF Syslem is operaled by lhe privale seclor. As such ，lhere is a need 10 balance
membe 陷， inleresls wilh sufficienl commercial viabiJily for providers 10 invesl in
infraslruclure ，member servicing ，and educalion
The slruclure of MPF is complicaled and involves mulliple pa 此 ies，each affecled by
differenl cosl drivers - including non-slandard inveslmenl reslriclions (refer Q5.a above) ，
adminislralion cornplexi 旬， reporting requiremenl ， level of clienl servicing ， insufficienl
aulomalion ，addilional compliance requiremenls ，and so on. Mandaling lower fees is
counlerinluilive wilhoul firsl addressing lhese reasons causing cosls 10 be high in lhe firsl
pJa臼 (which lhe Consullalion Paper fails 10do).
Wilh reference 10 Ernsl & Young's two sludies on lhe MPF syslem published in May' and
November 20122，(colleclively lhe "E&Y Papers") ，we nole lhal
1) lhe inveslmenl managemenl fees of MPF funds were lower lhan expecled given lhe
reJalively small size of lhe MPF syslem;
2) lhe six (6) cosl drivers idenlified mostly resull from scalabiJily and operaling
inefficiencies:
i) A higher percenlage of manuaJ and paper-based adminislralion processing - each
addilional lransaclion adds cosls;
ii) A larger percenlage of small employers and self-employed persons - increasing lhe
voJume of lhe empJoyer lransaclions for adminislralors;
iii) A fJexible and full service syslem 0仟ering wider member services - increasing
process complexily and workload for adminislralors;
The evolving MPF system: an objective assessment
htto:lJwww _hkifa
_ora_hk/uoload/Docume
叫 s/2012NewsfThe
evolvino MPF svstem -summarv.odf
L Managing
the changing landscape of retirement savings: Report on a study of administ 用tν'e costs
Kong Mandatory Provide 叫 Fund system
1

的

the Hong

htto:/lwww.mofa.ora.hklena/information
centre/oublications/researchDortslftles/MPF%2
口 Consultancv
。但OStud
v%2日Reoo仕%28Ena%29.odf
用
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iv) Smaller scale of assels under managemènl - limils lhe benefits of economies of
scale;
v) Limiled induslry wide process or infraslruclure - limil lhe ability 10 spread
infraslruclure cosls across lhe syslem;
vi) Insu何icienl pricing compelilion - reducing lhe pressure for providers 10 minimise
cosls
Feesh 旦旦旦 been reducing over lime ，and furthermore ，lhe FER measure does nol lake inlo
accounl bonus shares or olher discounls lhal reduce lhe nel fee impacl 10 members
Whilsl lhe MPF slakeholders have been working 10 implement some of the cost saving
measures as suggested in the E&Y Papers (e.g. Employee Choice Arrangement ，online
and eJectronic payments ，etc) ，lhere are slill qui 旭 a number of measures that have 10 be
implemented before the tolal polenlial savings menlioned in lhe E&Y Papers can be
realised.
We believe lhal in order to achieve such low fees contemplaled in the Consultation Paper ，
lhe MPFA would need to implement or push for a broad package of reforms including: (i)
unifying lhe ITCIS crileria and MPF investment guidelines wilh the SFC Code on Unit
Trusts ，(ii) simplifying CF I APIF I ITCIS producl approvals ，(iii) raising contributions and
eliminating contribution caps ，(iv) providing greater tax incentives 10 voluntarily build scale
faster ，(v) reducing compliance burden ，(vi) eliminating all remaining manual processes ，
(vii) reducing repo 吋1ng reqUlremen 施， and other recommendalions as oullined by Ernst &
Young in their suggesled 5 slralegic responses (which lhey eslimale would reduce costs by
0.35% of AUM in addition 10the potenlially up to 0.30% ‘
saving' from recognising discounls
and bonus shares in the FER).
In not addressing underlying cosl drivers ， lhe Consultalion Paper seems to imply that
swilching to “
passive" building blocks will enable lhe FER to be reduced from the current
average 1.69% to 1.00% - a drop of 0.69% - whereas Ernst & Young estimated the entire
investmentlfund management component makes up only around 1/3rd of the FER (包0.55%
current 旬， with some funds as low as 0.15%) hence whiJsl switching to “
passive" will
typically help ，it simply cannol achieve the desired saving alone. The MPFA is requested to
share further insights on how they beJieve the proposed tolal FER of 1.00% could be
achieved - e.g. split by fee component.

Q7.

00 you agree that keeping total expense impact (i.e. FER) for the core fund at or
under 1.0% over the medium term is a reasonable approach?
口 Yes

囝

。

N

As per lhe response 10 Q6 above ，our view is lhat the introduclion of a cap on the FER is
nol in the long-term interest of members of MPF schemes ， preferring inslead to take
underlying root causes of cost ，and bet!er reflecling lhe lrue cost to members in lhe FER
(e.g. laking inlo account bonus shares as a cost offset in the FER figures). Further ，it is
premature to conclude what a reasonable fee level should be given the unce 吋ainty
surrounding the structure of the default option as FER is highly correlated to the investment
design as well as the administralive overhead
However ，should the MPFA introduce such caps ，our preference would be to focus on the
FER and not the Management Fee ，as it is FER that impacts the investment relurn for MPF
members

9

Fu前 her ，many ITCIS (especially exchange traded funds) are priced as "all-in" fees ，which
would disadvantage many of these index funds if there was to be a cap on management
fees for default 'funds'. Having a cap only on FER but not management fees would avoid
this issue.

Q8.

00 you agree that passive ，index based ，investment
predominant
囝

Yes

strategies

should

be the

investment approach in the MPF core fund?

。

口N

Index-based investment strategies 呈re suitable for the proposed default 'fund' based on the
information provided in the Consultation Paper and/or separately by the MPFA.
Impo 此 ant 旬， we wish to highlight the importance of the quality of indices to be tracked by
the default ‘
fund'. The indices used should be representative of the underlying investment
universe and based on objective and rule-based methodologies. The indices should align
with international standards to minimise complexity ，maximise scale ，and manage costs ，
e.g. classification of bonds into investment grade (credit rating of BBB- or above) and noninvestment grade bonds. This will help index providers and investment managers be more
efficient to manufacture and track the indices.
Should the proposed investment changes listed under Q5.a above be implemented ，as an
investment manager we believe we would be in a position of 0仟'er index-based investment
strategies covering 呈11 relevant asset classes required by co 用 funds (refer to Q4 above)

Q9.

Are there particular asset classes which you think would not be appropriately
invested on a passive ，
index based approach?

be

While index based approach is common for equities and fixed income securities ，it can also
be used for other asset c1asses - hence there are few ，if any ，asset classes that would not
be appropriately invested on an index-based approach. Our view is that CFs in MPF
schemes should not be restricted from investing in index funds that invest in certain asset
classes.

Q10. 00 you agree that the name of the core fund should be standardised
across
schemes?
If so ，do you have any preference amongst the possibilities set out in
paragraph 77 above?
回

Yes

。

口N

We agree that the naming should be standardised for convenience. Our preference is
"Default Option" (reinforcing that its primary design is built around the default investment
strategy for those who do n仗， or do not want to make an investment choice in saving for
retirement). It avoids issues with the use of "Core" (may imply central recommendation by
MPFA or scheme sponsor) and “
Fund" (as it may be implemented using a life-cycle
approach instead).
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Q 竹.00

you agree that the general principle for dealing
transitional issues as set out in paragraphs 78 and 79?
回

Yes

with

implementation

and

。

口N

We broadly agree with the approach to deal with transitional
paragraphs 78 and 79

issues as set out in

Paragraph 79 mentions that
"... (The existing MPF scheme members who have not previous.抄 made a choice of CF) will
be notified of the new anangements in advance and given a fresh opporlunity to make a
choice of fund if they wish to，failing which ，they will be invested into the new core fund."
We would suggest that a time limit (e.g. 1 month) be given to the existing members to
respond to the notification ，and after the time limit ，their accrued benefits and future
contributions will be invested into the new default option. The notification should also
highlight that that members can change their allocation of contributions by informing their
new investment choices to their MPF Scheme at any time.

Q12. 00 you agree with the proposal in paragraph 81 as to how to deal with the transition
for existing MPF members of default funds?
回

Yes

口

No

We broadly agree that all members who currently wholly invest contributions into existing
default CF(s) are given a fresh oppo 此 unity to make a choice of fund ，as described in
paragraph 81. Please also refer to our comments in Q 11 above.
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